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calcul:uing taxable value .... 26-405 
example ...................................... 26-420 
operarin!: COSt basis ................... 26-415 
StatllCOry formula ........... 26-410; 34-400 
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private use'" ................................... 26-400 
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deduccions ......................... 11-500-1 1-540 





activities ..................... 11-')50-11-558 
special rules ................ .. ........... 1 \- 540 
net (apiral losses ............................... 7-910 
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former STS taxpayers ......... 15-200 
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receipt of cheque.. .. .. 13-210 
Cash dealers 
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administrative provisions ............. 32-270 
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Cash Economy Task Force ............... 25-105 
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CFCs - see Controlled foreign 
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CharitabLe institutions 
chnricy, meaning ............ .. ................ 9-030 
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Civil penalty regime 
tax scheme promOte" ..................... 25-755 
Class Rulings .......................................... 30.474 
Closely held trusts .............................. 17-315 
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distribution of surplus on 
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exempt income ................................. 9-070 
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(o-operative companies .................... 21-420 
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Collectables 
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CGT aSsets ...................................... 7-525 
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GST implications ........................... 7-622 
special collectables .............. 7-465 
Collection of tax 
- see aLso Recovery of unpaid tax 
background ..................................... 32-400 
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aCCOunts ....................................... 32·505 
PAYG system .................... 32-405-32-500 
refunds of surpluses and 
credits .......................................... 32-510 
Commencement of business ............... 6-250 
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deductibility ...................... 11.460; 22-660 
mining concessions ........... . ......... 21-200 
Commissioner 
- see also ATO 
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gathering powers .......... . ..... 29-100 
access powers ................. 29-140-29-180 
documents and 
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record-keeping ................ 29-110-29-120 
search warrantS ......... . ......... 29-190 
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Assessments 
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